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ABSTRACT
TolTEC is a three-color millimeter wavelength camera currently being developed for
the Large Millimeter Telescope (LMT) in Mexico. Synthesizing data from previous
astronomy cameras as well as knowledge of atmospheric physics, I have developed a
simulation of the data collection of TolTEC on the LMT. The simulation was built
off smaller sub-projects that informed the development with an understanding of the
detector array, the time streams for astronomical mapping, and the science behind
Lumped Element Kinetic Inductance Detectors (LEKIDs). Additionally, key aspects
of software development processes were integrated into the scientific development pro-
cess to streamline collaboration across multiple universities and plan for integration
on the servers at LMT. The work I have done benefits the data reduction pipeline
team by enabling them to efficiently develop their software and test it on simulated
data.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Scientific software development is often very different from the traditional software
enterprise guidelines present in software engineering. TolTEC, a scientific study to
investigate the polarization of the Cosmic Microwave Background using Lumped El-
ement Kinetic Inductance Detectors (LEKIDs), is a great example of how software
development occurs in the scientific field. The development of the firmware and soft-
ware for the readout and data reduction of the LEKIDs for TolTEC is performed by
physicists and astronomers in a primarily iterative and incremental design process.
As a software engineer on the project, I utilized my background in software devel-
opment to bring industry standard practices into the scientific software development
process. Additionally, I worked with scientists on sub-projects to develop tools to cal-
ibrate the pointing of detector arrays, simulate tone generation for a single LEKID,
and generate simulated data the readout of a detector array pointed at a galaxy field
through an atmosphere.
This work will focus on two scientific software tools, the science behind the tools,
and the overarching software development utilized. The first scientific tool is an anal-
ysis of beam maps from the Balloon-borne Large Aperture Submillimeter Telescope
- The Next Generator (BLAST-TNG). These beam maps help to figure out where
each detector in the detector array is pointing. The second tool is a generator for
simulated detector data. Utilizing the structure of the detector array for TolTEC and
the LMT, we are able to generate time streams similar to the readout expected. This
directly benefits the data reduction team as their pipeline for atmospheric reduction
is currently only evaluated on old data for AzTEC as well as clean simulated data.
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By creating time streams for a galaxy source with atmospheric noise, we are able to
provide the data reduction team with the necessary resources to properly test their
pipeline.
1.1 Research Questions
“How does the introduction of industry standard software practices
change how scientists develop?” This first question ties this to software engineer-
ing. In my experience working on the project, the introduction of standard practices
has greatly increased the efficiency of the team and enabled easier on-boarding for
new developers.
“How effective is utilizing existing data for another instrument for test-
ing new instruments?” As TolTEC is not in operation yet, the team has to utilize
other polarizing cameras, such as AzTEC and BLAST, for testing. The data is not
an easy one-to-one transition as the technologies used for TolTEC are much more
advanced when compared with their predecessors.
“How well can the night sky be modeled for simulations?” At the heart
of the problem is the atmospheric reduction. By accurately modeling the atmosphere
and a galaxy field then producing time stream simulations for the rest of the team is
possible.
2
Chapter 2
BACKGROUNDS
2.1 TolTEC
TolTEC is a three-color millimeter wavelength camera currently being developed
for the Large Millimeter Telescope (LMT) in Mexico. TolTEC will be performing
polarization-sensitive imaging at 2.0, 1.4, and 1.1 mm wavelengths while operating
on the 50 m LMT (Wilson et al. (2018)). This means that each image will be the
product of 6 layers, three different wavelengths at each polarization. The 2.0 mm and
1.1 mm arrays, at 1202 and 4012 detectors respectively, are currently at the University
of Massachusetts Amherst for testing. Figure 2.1 depicts one of the detector arrays for
TolTEC. On its own, the detector array would draw light from more than the target
source and cause significant interference. This is mitigated by coupling detector
polarization pairs with feed horns. An example of feed horns can be seen in Figure
2.2 which also shows the hexagonal grid used for pixel layout. The properties of these
detectors will be analyzed in depth in Section 2.4.
The light coming into the instrument will be from the LMT. Figure 2.3 shows
an overview of this process as explained in Bryan et al. (2018). From the sky, light
is collected by LMT’s 50 m primary mirror and brought into the cabin through
a secondary mirror and a hole in the primary. It then bounces off four ambient
temperature mirrors and through a window into the cold optics bench at 4 K. Next,
the light bounces off a curved mirror and is directed through one color lenses to focus
the light on the their respective detector array. The detector arrays are held at 150
mK to mitigate readout noise for the LEKIDs.
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Figure 2.1: The 4012 Detectors of the 1.1 mm from NIST for TolTEC (Wilson et al.
(2018)).
Figure 2.2: The Feed Horn Array for the 1.1 mm Detector Array with Dime for Scale
(Wilson et al. (2018)).
TolTEC is an imaging polarimeter which means it is taking measurements of
the polarization of light. One of the science goals of TolTEC is to investigate the
polarization of light reflected off dust particles in star forming regions of the Milky
4
Figure 2.3: An Overview of the Light Path on the LMT (Bryan et al. (2018)).
Way. The polarization of this light enables us to learn about the magnetic field in these
regions. A previous imaging polarimeter, the Planck space observatory, produced
beautiful all-sky polarization images such as Figure 2.4. TolTEC will produce similar
images at a much higher 1 arcsecond resolution when compared to the arcminute
resolution of Planck.
2.2 BLAST
The Balloon-borne Large Aperture Submillimeter Telescope (BLAST) is another
imaging polarimeter related to TolTEC. BLAST and BLAST-TNG are scientific bal-
loon missions out of McMurdo Station in Antarctica. Scientific balloon facilities give
astronomers a much higher vantage point for observations than any ground based tele-
scope. For these missions, scientific payloads are loaded onto gondolas and floated
at altitudes upwards of 40 km for 20-100 days (Pineda et al. (2019)). This gives as-
tronomers “virtually seeing-free observations” all the time as almost 90% of Earth’s
atmosphere is beneath the instrument (Solanki et al. (2017)). In the upgrade from
BLAST to BLAST-TNG, three LEKIDs polarization-sensitive arrays are being devel-
oped for observations at 250, 350, and 500 micron (µm) wavelengths. The layout for
these arrays, shown in Figure 2.5, is similar to the setup on TolTEC in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.4: Example Polarimeter Image from the Planck Observatory (Ade et al.
(2016)).
Figure 2.5: The 250, 350, and 500 µm Feed Horn Array with Each Hole Being a Pixel
with Two Polarized Detectors (Gordon et al. (2016)).
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When an array is built, each pixel needs calibration in order to see where each
one is pointing to then create an offset map. A single source is moved around the
focal plane to map the maximum brightness of each detector as a function of source
position. These offsets are then used when the instrument is in operation to map
each detector’s readout to its pointing position on the sky. TolTEC benefits from the
development of systems for BLAST-TNG as readout systems for the two will likely
be identical.
2.3 Atmospheric Reduction
As the LMT is located on the ground, it is subject to atmospheric noise from
seeing through the atmosphere. The thickness of the atmosphere is both undulating
and moving in what is known as turbulence (MacEvoy (2013)). This leads to poor
visibility for sources dimmer than the atmosphere, much like trying to pick out objects
through a foggy window. When collecting data on the LMT, the astronomical source
M , will be observed through the atmosphere A, at a point in time t and position of
the telescope P . Additionally, readout noise N is present from the detector array.
This produces the following equation for a data point d out of a detector (Sa´nchez-
Argu¨elles (2018)).
d = P (M,A, t) +N (2.1)
For AzTEC, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) was leveraged for atmospheric
reduction on Macana, the C++ AzTEC data reduction pipeline. Macana tests the
hypothesis that atmospheric signal is sufficiently correlated across all detectors and
can be corrected by removing the largest eigenvalues from PCA (Rodr´ıguez-Montoya
et al. (2018)).
For TolTEC, the Citlali data reduction pipeline plans to implement both PCA
and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) into the atmospheric reduction pipeline.
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ICA will be useful for TolTEC as it provides statistically independent components
based on multi-channel data (Rodr´ıguez-Montoya et al. (2018)). AzTEC only oper-
ates at one wavelength which inhibits its ability to utilize ICA. Citlali will utilize a
multi-node computing cluster to produce maps as the TolTEC data density is about
900 times greater than AzTEC (Sa´nchez-Argu¨elles (2018)). This architecture will uti-
lize the library Generic Reusable Parallel Pattern Interface (GrPPI) with OpenMP’s
Message Passing Interface (MPI) to turn Raw Time Chunks (RTC) of data into Pro-
cessed Time Chunks (PTC) that are then turned into maps. The RTCs pass through
despike, interpolation, low pass, and downsample filters to become PTCs. They are
then passed into cleaning algorithms to remove atmospheric noise.
Data from AzTEC and simulated sky maps are utilized to test the Citlali data
reduction pipeline. Previous works on atmospheric modeling for simulated TolTEC
data can be seen in Figure 2.6 (Rodr´ıguez-Montoya et al. (2018) and Bryan et al.
(2018)). These models assume a static atmosphere for the duration of the scanning.
This static assumption works for smaller scans but is not a realistic simulation for
the hours that TolTEC will operate each night.
2.4 Kinetic Inductance Detectors
Kinetic Inductance Detectors (KIDs) are photon detectors that uses changes in
quasi-particle density in a superconducting material due to incident photons to mea-
sure light. Figure 2.7 from Day et al. (2003) is a demonstration how the photon
detection occurs. When an incident photon hits a KID, it breaks apart Cooper pairs
in the superconducting material. Cooper pairs are pairs of electrons that carry the
supercurrent in the superconductor. As the name implies, a superconductor has zero
resistance. When a photon breaks this apart, it creates quasi-particles that change
the resistance of the material. Because of the change in resistance, the inductance of
8
Figure 2.6: An Astrophysical Model of 30 Point Sources in an Atmospheric Model
(Rodr´ıguez-Montoya et al. (2018)).
the KID increases. When in an LC circuit and driven by an AC source, the KID has
a resonance frequency f0 which provides the largest decrease in power.
f0 ≈ 1
(Lk/α)C
(2.2)
In this equation, Lk is the kinetic inductance of the circuit, α is the fraction of Ltot
contributed by Lk (Lk/Ltot), and C is the capacitance of the circuit (Doyle et al.
(2008)). To utilize a detector, a readout from a probe source driven at f0 is required.
When a photon hits a KID, driving the circuit at f0 will result in an increase in
power δP and decrease in phase δθ. Multiple KIDs can be on the same probe feedline
by adjusting the physical properties each KID’s LC circuit to give each a unique
resonance frequency.
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Figure 2.7: A Demonstration of an Incident Photon (a) on a KID (B) with a Resultant
Power (C) and Phase Change (D) (Day et al. (2003)).
For TolTEC, we are utilizing an array of paired Lump Element KIDs (LEKIDs) for
measuring polarization. Figure 2.8 shows a prototype of 10 LEKIDs for the TolTEC
array. The capacitors for the TolTEC array are interdigitated capacitor (IDC) to allow
them to easily be produced. The inductor and absorber from the exposed trilayer
TiN/Ti/TiN acts as the superconducting inductor. The x and y orientation of the
inductors enables the instrument to measure polarized light. In order to produce
different resonance frequencies for each detector, the IDC resonators are uniquely
produced using stepper lithography techniques. Because of the unique resonances
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of each detector, thousands of detectors can be read out over a single coaxial cable
utilizing frequency multiplexing (Schlaerth et al. (2008)).
Figure 2.8: Left : A 15x15 mm Prototype of 10 Pixels for the 1.1 mm Array Center :
The Layout of a Single Dual-polarization Pixel Right : A Close up of the Inductors
and Absorbers (Austermann et al. (2018)).
2.5 Scientific Software Development
Software development for scientific development is often very different from the
traditional Software Enterprise guidelines present in Software Engineering. Software
developers need to work directly with the scientific team to understand the software
they are developing as they are typically not subject matter experts. TolTEC, like
many other scientific projects, has scientists with little software engineering back-
ground becoming developers out of necessity. These developers are referred to as,
”professional end user developers,” as they are experts in the subject matter nec-
essary to develop software products for the field (Segal (2008)). The typical scien-
tific software development process is incremental and iterative as requirements evolve
through the life cycle of the development and scientific studies. Figure 2.9 depicts
the non-traditional software development life cycle within a typical scientific setting.
This life cycle occurs as the software developed by scientists is typically for themselves
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Figure 2.9: A Model of Scientific-software Development Life Cycle (Segal and Morris
(2008)).
or a close-knit community of scientists. It most closely resembles agile software de-
velopment as requirements change over time and development iterates in increments
until the software is finished (Beck et al. (2001)). Unlike agile, requirements are not
explicitly written down as the professional end user developer has an innate under-
standing of what the system should do. Testing for these systems is also difficult as
an a priori value for verification is not typically available for scientific studies (Carver
et al. (2007)). Because of this, testing is often done in a rudimentary manner by try-
ing different inputs and determining if the output looks reasonable, similar to black
box testing (Segal (2008)).
These software practices lead to multiple issues during development and when
the software is inevitably used by other scientists. In a case study by Howison and
Herbsleb (2011), they investigate the data reduction pipeline development of a large
physics collaboration, the Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC (STAR). The development of a
series of 25 scripts known as the, “Analysis Macros,” was carried out by a remote team
consisting of a post-doc and a senior PhD student who each had two to three years of
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computer science experience in undergrad before focusing on physics in grad school. In
development, code was shared through directories on a cluster with no version control.
There were no tests. Information regarding the code was conveyed during weekly
meetings with the physics analysis group. When ready to publish their work, another
member of the analysis team ran the scripts to ensure that they got the same results
as the developers. When asked about their thoughts on this process the developers
indicated, ”the issue of sharing [code] outside the collaboration did not arise, in
their minds, since the code was so specialized,” (Howison and Herbsleb (2011). This
process closely mirrors the exact situation the TolTEC software development team
was in prior to my addition in Fall 2018.
The consequences of this process vary depending on the software. If it is a opera-
tion critical piece of software then the haphazard testing may lead to operation failure.
If it is a library utilized by other scientists, their work is dependent on the accuracy
of the software. In recent events, Bhandari Neupane et al. (2019) discovered that
a common python library for calculating NMR chemical shifts incorrectly assumed
that the glob library, which is used for pattern matching file names, automatically
sorts the files names. The glob library actually returns the files in an arbitrary order
depending on how your operating system sorts its files. This bug places doubt in
about 150-160 publications due to differing results depending on the operating sys-
tem. This mistake, while easy for a software engineer to catch, is common in the
scientific community due to inexperience.
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGIES
3.1 BLAST-TNG Beam Positions
This section will describe the work done on the BLAST Beam Positions for the
detector array. As BLAST-TNG is using a very similar array to TolTEC, the work
done for BLAST-TNG is applicable to future work with the TolTEC team. Calibra-
tion testing was done in Palestine, Texas at the Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility
by moving a beam across the focal plane of the detector array and collecting both the
beam’s position as well as all of the 900+ detector time streams. The data collected
is combined into a Dirfile, a directory centered database for time-ordered binary data,
and provided to ASU for analysis.
Initial review of the received data presented two issues. First, the data was taken
as two scans across the detector array: one across x with increasing y, one across
y with increasing x. However, the data was received incorrectly as two half scans
and one full scan. As a result, the two half scans did not align correctly having a
noisy interference between them. As shown in Figure 3.1, the movement of y with
increasing x was done in two parts. It was then excluded from analysis because
it would add unnecessary complications. This was determined by looking at the
difference in ambient readouts at the beginning and end of the run.
The second issue was frame alignment. The x and y position of the beam and the
detector time stream readout were taken at different data rates with differing start
times. The raw data of the beam mapped to the readout is shown in Figure 3.2 where
the different data rates cause a left/right shift across rows.
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(a) Time Streams of the X and Y Positions
(b) Beam Position with Color Coded Time
Figure 3.1: Position of the Moved Beam
Figure 3.2: X and Y Positions of the Beam Colored with the Readout of a Detector
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(a) An Aligned Image of the Beam (Circled)
and Its Reflection
(b) An Aligned Image of the Beam Without
the Reflection
Figure 3.3: Aligned Beam Position with and Without Reflection
Through some fine-tuning of the start times and data rate matching of the de-
tectors and beam, the data was able to be aligned to properly produce an image.
The aligned images, shown in Figure 3.3a, had another issue that made it difficult to
pinpoint the beam: reflections. In the image, a small dot is shown along with a large
blob that is believed to be a reflection of the beam in the system. Additionally, the
edge of the window can be seen as brighter than the rest of the array based on the
background gradient. To fix these issues, the image was down-sampled and a top-hat
filter was utilized to remove the large blob but keep the small one. As an added
benefit, the edge of the window was no longer visible. This ultimately produced an
image with only the beam’s position present. Using this method, the BLAST-TNG
team is able to then extract beam location for each detector to then map where each
detector is looking.
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3.2 Software Development Process on TolTEC
This section describes the introduction of software engineering practices to the
data reduction pipeline development team. It will be structured as a field study of
the existing development process and the software practices introduced. The Citlali
data reduction pipeline is a parallelized port of the Macana data reduction pipeline
for AzTEC. The first sign that this was the work of a professional end user developer
was receiving the code base as an emailed zip file with no documentation other than
a list of required packages. This data reduction pipeline is provided to other scien-
tists interested in collecting observations on AzTEC and has an associated annual
workshop in Mexico to compile and run it. Luckily, the annual meeting for TolTEC
was approaching and I was able meet with the developers on the project to get my
system setup.
At that meeting I held a presentation on software engineering practices for the
development of Citlali. In the presentation I outlined two key changes that needed to
happen to make the development successful: using version control, and standardizing
the build environment. As stated previously, version control was not used for any
aspect of the code base. Everything was handled by emailing zip files of the code base
back and forth through the small development team. This made it nearly impossible
for any new team members to collaborate as there was no easy way to contribute code.
This introduction of version control was met with backlash from some of the older
developers on the project as they felt version control added too much overhead when
trying to add new code due to merge conflicts. Nevertheless, we adopted GitHub
as our version control interface and I produced a tutorial on GitFlow and utilize
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command line git.1 As an added benefit, project boards were used as a kanban-like
organization tool for identifying and assigning tasks.
The second software development tool was containerizing the build environment.
After meeting up with the lead developer for a week, we were only barely able to
get the pipeline to run on my Macbook running OSX. This was largely due to the
libraries required to run the program being modified by the lead developer without
documentation. Through attempts at running the Citlali pipeline, I realized very
quickly that integration on the telescope will be near impossible due to the lack of
documented installation. The parallelized cluster at the LMT runs CentOS 7.15.1804.
CentOS’s package manager is actually missing many of the packages required to run
Citlali. To ensure that integration would not be a problem once we are at the LMT
I began containerizing the build environment using Docker. This proved even more
challenging than getting Citlali to run on OSX as I had to build every library from
source with the exact optional features required. I then had to patch each build
based on the lead developer’s modifications. After weeks of back and forth questions
to the lead developer on what exactly they did I finally created a Dockerfile capable
of running the Citlali pipeline. The intended usage of this Dockerfile is to act as
an easy way for new developers to get on-boarded with all the necessary packages.
Additionally, this Dockerfile acts as a way to validate that the code will integrate
cleanly at the LMT once the instrument is ready.
3.3 TolTEC Data Simulation
This section describes the development of a simulation for detector readouts of
TolTEC at the LMT. As TolTEC is relying more sensitive detectors and producing
denser data at a higher rate, a new data reduction pipeline was needed. This data re-
1https://github.com/orgs/toltec-astro/teams/toltec-dev/discussions/3
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duction pipeline, Citlali, has been in development by the University of Massachusetts
Amherst and indicated that they required data similar to TolTEC to fully test the
system. The pipeline, outlined in Chapter 2.3, requires RTCs to generate PTCs which
are used to generate maps. Currently, dummy and old AzTEC data are used as RTCs
to run through the pipeline and evaluate the performance. These approaches are ei-
ther missing realistic values, as in the dummy data, or are incorrect temporal and
spectral resolutions, as in the old AzTEC data. In order to fully evaluate the capa-
bilities of the Citlali pipeline, a simulation of TolTEC is needed to generate realistic
RTCs. Figure 3.4 shows a class diagram for this simulation. The system is made up
of three parts: the sky, the telescope, and a control system.
Figure 3.4: A Class Diagram of the TolTEC Detector Sky Readout Simulation
3.3.1 Sky Simulation
The sky simulation is made up of two parts, a galaxy field and an atmosphere.
The galaxy field generation works off of a probability of galaxies existing at different
levels of flux. From this probability we can figure out how many galaxies we would
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expect to exist in a square degree of sky at a given flux level.∫ flux+ds
flux
ngalaxies(flux)dflux = n
′ ∗ s
′
flux
∗ e−fluxs′ ∗ ds (3.1)
Where n′ is the number of galaxies per square degree per mJy, s′ is the strength of the
signal in mJy, and ds is how small the step is for the interval in mJy. This equation
gives us how many galaxies we would expect to find at a flux level between flux and
flux + ds. We can use this in a loop between expected flux values of .1 to 10 with
intervals of ds = .1 to calculate the number of galaxies at each step. From there, we
can randomly place galaxies of different brightness on our empty field. The result
image is a mostly dark field with small point sources for each galaxy. To make this
a realistic image we need to convolve our galaxy field with the beam. The 1.4 mm
array has a beamsize of full width half mast (FWHM) 6.3”. This means that our
image will be convolved with a Gaussian with the following distribution:
σ =
FWHM√
8 ln 2
(3.2)
After convolving with the beam, we are able to produce galaxy fields for the telescope
to scan over. An example of one of these generated fields is shown in Figure 3.5
For the atmosphere, we will be following Kolmogorov’s turbulence equations (Pope
(2001)). We begin by generating a power spectrum of integers based on their distance
from the center of the image (Figure 3.6a). We then Fourier shift the image (Figure
3.6b) and use the following Kolmogorov equation where E(k)is the energy law a
turbulent system and k is our power spectrum.
E(k) = k−5/3 (3.3)
From here we can generate a random phase field of values from 0 to 2pi, combine it
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Figure 3.5: A Randomly Generated Square Arcminute of Galaxies From .1 to 10 mJy
Flux
with our energy law and take the inverse Fourier transform to produce a randomly
generated atmosphere (Figure 3.6d).
atmosphere = F−1{E cos(phase) + iE sin(phase)} (3.4)
Once the atmosphere image is created, we are able to provide it with some move-
ment. Creating an undulating atmosphere is beyond the scope of the project so we
have elected to simply provide the field with a smooth flight path. This is done by
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.6: (a) Shows a Power Spectrum Shifted in (b). (c) is a Random Phase
Field. (d) is a Simulated Atmosphere Generated from (b) and (c) Using Kolmogorov’s
Method
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creating a flight path as a function of time and overriding the access functions within
the atmosphere class to account for a time. When a position is accessed, an offset is
generated based on the flight path and the observation time which returns the value
at the position plus the offset. Combined, the galaxy cluster map and the atmosphere
are accessed as a sky object that uses bi-cubic interpolation to get the value at any
point in the sky.
3.3.2 Telescope Simulation
The telescope portion of the simulation is made up of a telescope and detectors.
The telescope points at the sky based on a predefined beam path. This beam path was
taken from a previous observation of AzTEC on the LMT in the form of a time stream
of Altitude and Azimuth (Alt/Az) positions (Figure 3.7a). Alt/Az positions refer to
the angle and rotation of the telescope. This means that the Alt/Az coordinates are
not positions in the sky but positions relative to the telescope. Therefore, we must
convert the the Alt/Az coordinates to the equatorial coordinate system(RA/Dec) for
the sky images. This conversion relies on the time of the observation, and the location
and elevation of the telescope. After converting everything, we are able to see the
scan path of the original observation (Figure 3.7b). This scan path tells us where the
center of our detector array will be looking at a given moment in time.
The detector array is setup to use hexagonal coordinates to uniquely identify the
location of each detector Patel (2013). Detector array generation uses the plate scale
of the detector array to calculate offsets for each detector relative to the center of the
array. Knowing where each detector is relative to the center of the array is important
to figuring out the pointing of the each detector. Figure 3.8 shows an example offset
mapping for a 10 ring detector array (331 detectors) with a 6” spacing. For our
simulated detector array, we will be using about 4000 detectors (36 rings) to match
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: (a) Shows Raw Scan Path in Altitude Azimuth Coordinates. (b) Shows
the Converted Scan Path in the Equatorial Coordinate System
Figure 3.8: An Example Offset Mapping of a 10 Ring Detector Array (331 Detectors)
the 1.1 mm array. A telescope is able to have multiple detector arrays with different
variables, such as the 2.0, 1.4, and 1.1 mm bands of TolTEC.
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When the telescope is commanded to point at the sky it moves its beam position
based on time and the beam path. The values of the detectors are updated when
the telescope moves to reflect the new values from the beam’s position. This makes
it easy to plan a path for the telescope and collect data regardless of what detector
array is installed.
3.3.3 Control System
The master control for the simulation works by keeping track of time, moving the
telescope with each time step, and handling readouts for each iteration. Using the
telescope control, the master control moves the telescope by one time step. When
this happens, the telescope accesses the values from the Sky object at a time and
position for each detector relative to the beam. Like a telescope redirecting light
to a readout, the telescope uses these values to set the value at each detector. The
master control then uses the detector readout to get the values from the detectors,
timestamps them, and writes them to a NetCDF file. Each detector gets its own
timestream in the NetCDF file. The positions of the telescope, re-purposed from the
example AzTEC data, is also written to the file. In the readout, each detector is
given a unique name relative to its hexagonal coordinate. The beam positions are
provided as a separate file that maps each detector with its offset. Figures 3.9 and
3.10 show the beam’s path, the sky, and the values from the detectors at that time
point for a sky with and without an atmosphere.
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Figure 3.9: An Example of the Detector Readout with No Atmosphere
Figure 3.10: An Example of the Detector Readout with Atmosphere
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Chapter 4
RESULTS
4.1 BLAST-TNG Beam Positions
The code written for the beam position analysis was written as a library so that
other members of the BLAST-TNG team are able to use it. With this library, the
BLAST-TNG team was able to calibrate each pixel in the array. Figure 4.1 shows
the mapping for the 350 µm array. This mapping shows the general layout of the
Figure 4.1: Offset Mapping for the 350 µm BLAST Detector Array
hexagonal array as well as a couple pixel outliers. This mapping was done by the
BLAST-TNG team by using the developed library to graph all of the detectors and
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marking the positions of the beam in each detector. This system also helped to find
problem detectors that can later be corrected with updates to the readout firmware
or flagged.
4.2 Software Development Process on TolTEC
At the beginning of the software development for TolTEC there were ten develop-
ers across the world interested in helping. After a few weeks of intensive, obstinate,
disagreement with the usage of version control, many of the students backed out of
the collaboration. By the time a GitHub organization for the project was created,
two scientists from the organizing university and a developer, myself, remained. De-
spite not reaching the desired number of developers, the team is now more capable
of cross-university collaboration. Due to the small team size, GitFlow is not followed
by the majority of team members as everyone is working on vastly different projects.
Most of the code has been closed source due to concerns from the original AzTEC
Macana pipeline developers. Overall, the introduction of version control was a minor
success. The GitHub organization used has over 20 repositories where each repo is
either a submodule of TolTEC or a shared script for processing test results. Project
boards have been utilized by the team to triage tasks by priority and keep track of
progress. While the team is not fully embracing GitFlow, once a repository is in a
stable state branches are made as a form of checkpoint in between additional features,
merging them when they feel finished.
The containerized environment has not been used as expected since the creation.
The initial plan for the container was to leverage it as a portable build environment for
easy development setup. Because everything had to be built from source, the initial
creation of the Docker image takes about half an hour. Once built, the environment
works well but requires extra steps for testing code. Specifically, once the code is
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written and placed in a shared folder, the developer needs to enter the container and
execute the code. Additionally, many IDEs do not support this form of containeriza-
tion as access to libraries are hidden inside the container. Developers would need to
either develop the code in the IDE without library auto complete and execute it in
the container or install an IDE in the container, port the display to the host machine,
and develop from there. Seeing as neither was a feasible option, the containerized en-
vironment is primarily used to validate large changes to the code still run on CentOS
7. When integration begins on the LMT, the containerized environment will prove
convenient as it outlines the exact steps required to setup the cluster’s libraries.
4.3 TolTEC Data Simulation
By relying on old AzTEC data and creating realistic atmosphere and galaxy cluster
models, I have been able to create an easy-to-use notebook for the generation of
observation runs. Data has not been run on the reduction pipeline due to two reasons.
First, the data reduction pipeline requires specific coordinate systems for its data that
need to be incorporated in the array layout. As we are using old AzTEC data as the
basis for the simulation, considerations need to be taken into account to ensure that
old and new data do not overlap. In particular, the Alt/Az values from the beam
pointing and the RA/Dec offset of the detectors do not properly align. The positions
of the detectors need to be remapped in Alt/Az to ensure that the image created is
not skewed like the flight paths in Figure 3.7. The second issue is calibrating the
physical values. While we are able to currently simulate any mixture of constants, we
must ensure that the data provided to the data reduction pipeline team is consistent
with the observations expected at the LMT. As a piece of software, once the detector
array offsets are fixed, it is ready to make as much simulated data as needed for the
data reduction pipeline evaluation.
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
Overall, the project felt both successful and not. The primary motivation to switch
from working on the data reduction pipeline to working on a simulation for the data
reduction pipeline was the software development situation from the team. As a soft-
ware engineer on a scientific project, many of the issues brought up in Segal and
Morris (2008) and Carver et al. (2007) were represented. Their work fueled the first
research question, “How does the introduction of industry standard software
practices change how scientists develop?” Two different answers to this question
emerged through my work with the TolTEC team. For scientists who understand the
need for software engineers, there is an acceptance of the industry standard practices
but not a full adoption. Most of the TolTEC scientific developers understood the
need for GitHub, GitFlow, and containerization and agree that such changes would
enhance their ability to collaborate. That said, when a proposed change disagreed
with the traditional workflow of the scientist, one of two actions were taken. With
the introduction of GitHub, one of the primary scientists who worked on Macana
adamantly refused to use it due to issues with version control and merge conflicts in
the past. Their reaction to the introduction was to ignore its benefits for the sake
of maintaining their original development pattern of developing as an in-person team
and releasing the code when it is finished. On the other hand, the two scientists
from the organizing university embraced the addition of GitHub and have been using
it since. I believe it varies based on the scientist and their willingness to try new
practices.
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On Toltec, our GitHub organization is active daily with commits to over 20 repos-
itory, each being a submodule of Citlali or script from experiments. Compared to the
initial development state, a zipped folder of source code, using version control has
been a huge benefit. The organization includes a common utilities repository that is
imported as a library for various projects. Without using version control, this library
would have likely been copy and pasted over and over which would make updates
difficult. Even though only a few individuals are actually developing, the GitHub
organization has 14 members. It would be nearly impossible to keep 14 people up
to date on the code entirely through email and weekly meetings. Additionally, the
Docker container took environment setup, which typically takes a week of debugging
with the original developer to get running on a personal computer, to a handful of
commands and half an hour without any assistance.
The next two research questions, “How effective is utilizing existing data
for another instrument for testing new instruments?”, and, “How well can
I model the night sky for simulations?”, can be answered together in an analysis
of the simulation pipeline. Using existing data is a great way to start the simulation
process as well as cause unforeseen problems in the long run. By basing the simulation
pipeline on the beam’s movement from AzTEC, I remove the need for a simulation
of the speed and pointing of the telescope. I am also able to reuse the data format
from AzTEC (NetCDF) to ensure that the simulated data matches the expected
format. The only change necessary was replacing the detector readout timestreams
with simulated timestreams. This allows us to utilize the same AzTEC data structure,
with only 100 detectors in one array, to hold data for the 4000+ detectors on TolTEC.
The downside to this is ensuring the newly simulated data fits properly into the old
structure. By converting the beam’s position from Alt/Az to RA/Dec, I incorrectly
matched the detector offsets (in Alt/Az) to the points on the sky in (RA/Dec). To
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fix this, the generation of the detector array needs to be altered to incorporate the
expected change in coordinate system. Running the data through the pipeline now
would produce a skewed image that would not match the original simulation.
As for the atmosphere, using Kolmogorov’s equations has proven remarkably well
at creating a static image of the atmosphere. Moving the static image using a path
has approached a more realistic atmospheric model but is still lacking the undulation
expected from turbulence. Simulating the evolution of an initial atmosphere is both
incredibly challenging and irrelevant for the initial problem. The evolution of the
atmosphere is a slow time scale which allows us to use the static assumption with
relative certainty. The simulation of the galaxy clusters was straightforward once the
equations on the probable likelihood of galaxies at a given flux are derived. Using
realistic parameters on the galaxy cluster generation we can more closely simulate
an actual observation run on the LMT. In comparison to Rodr´ıguez-Montoya et al.
(2018), the simulation done here uses more advanced sources with the galaxy cluster
generator and a moving atmosphere. Once changes are made to correct the unit
conversion issue, proper evaluation can be done to compare the simulated atmosphere
to real observations. With correct characterization of the atmosphere at the LMT, we
can attempt to replicate observations done on AzTEC to demonstrate consistency.
A downside to the atmospheric simulation done in this project was the detector
readout system for the atmosphere. As the atmosphere is much closer to the detector
than the galaxy clusters, consideration must be made given the beam size on the
atmosphere. Currently adjacent detectors have similar readings as they are reading
from neighboring points on the sky. A more realistic simulation would account for
overlap given the size of the atmosphere in view of the detector between neighboring
pixels.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In conclusion, TolTEC has a ways to go for it to be developer collaboration ready but
steps have been made towards its accessibility. The organizing team behind TolTEC
has indicated they are interested in continuing on the containerized environment to
help other scientists get set up if they want to process their own observations. After
integration is complete at the LMT, containerizing the data reduction environment
will be critical to making this goal a reality. Ideally, the containerized environment
will be easier to build with built-in endpoints for running common case functions.
Additionally, a proper assessment of the simulation needs to be conducted. While the
system works in theory, the parameters of the simulation need to be measured at the
LMT in order to accurately create models. As it stands, the shape and functionality
of the simulation are accurate but the values themselves need to be fit to TolTEC.
Once these values are estimated and the coordinate system is fixed, full evaluation
on the data reduction pipeline can begin with realistic data.
From here, I plan on implementing the final pieces to the simulation system and
handing it to the developers of the data reduction pipeline. Additionally, I intend
on working on implementation at the LMT when the instrument is ready. Given the
issues with the software practices of the team, I will further investigate the scien-
tific software development process through my future projects as a PhD student in
Exploration Systems Design. In this program, I will work on more scientific soft-
ware projects and plan to use my takeaways from this study to inform my future
development plans.
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